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•of, weeks and meet back--jneet again and by that time we should have wrestled
• •

with ourselves to the extent that we know whether we want to help,or whether

we don't want to help because we don't need any dead weight. You know that.

We've got to have individuals, who are willing to "give of iheir time and money ¥

and their abilities and maybe go out and ma^e a contact, or attend the meetings
• \ • '

that might be valuable information to us. I kinda feel like, that if we did

this, that the next time we met, we would know \rtiether we are ready or not
v

because we've talked about the things here that are "that mean a lot to all

of AIS and we can jump up and say, "Yeah, we-'re ready to gd" on'kind of im-

pulsive type of thing and I'.just don't know whether that is right for proper\ X~ V
procedure. Because we need to, sit on it awhile and think -about it -and the

• ' / \ "

next time we' meet, if everybody\is willing to go we go, and if they are not -

willing, probably will not come back and those that are, probably will show

*; up and I don't k\iow—you've, got to\start somewhere. If you start with four
\ y

of five and get something done, maybe .the others will become interested and
\ v

want to take part. \ ^

Voic$ in background - question: That'll be up to the group, depending on how

you feel about the situation, -.*

Vtaiee in background: Can Bob and. Boy6e come back?

Ace": Would; you all like to come back, Bob and help us organize? '

Bob: You bet your life.

Ace: one of the things we would li^e.to do for proper organization, what the

things are that are necessary within an organization like this, purposes and ,

objectives. What order the come in, etc, andvif you'all are willing and will •

meet with us them we'll be glad to meet »then. - • -

• Bob: That will be the 30th then. * . . .

Acei' Does'that sound satisfactory to'everybody? , The 30th,? . -


